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Abstract
Metadutu is cruciul .for reuse of Learning Resour-ces.
Only with good rnetadata. there is U chunce tltar U Leurning
Resource con Ae succes.sful1~jbund in U reposiloty. Howevez mriny Leurtling Resources Ure still delii~eredwitlt no
or little ntfuched metadutu. Autornutic meluduta generation
is used to pi11 tliings right - either us assistunce for tlte uuthor: or us purt of U repository '.Y retriei~alfunc~ionulily.
Atnoirg tlte various rnetadata ,fields, those lhar cover the
topic o f a Lrurning Resource are the most importun/ ones especiully keywords und cutegorization information.
This puper presents U nuvel upproach for dornuinindependeni classrficotior~and keyword extractiorz Iy utilizing the itninen.se knowledge tltut is gatliered in lhe free
Wikipediu encyclopediu. Wikipedia is pruposed us U substitute corpus for classijication methods in E-kaming. To
support this proposal, tlze co-occurrence oftnutehing topics
und ,stuti.sticul similurity between Leurnitlg Resources und
Wikipediu urticles is unalyzed.
An olgorithm for keyword generution bused on the
Wikipediu encjlclopedia hus beeil iinplemented und is described in deruil in this puper: The results oJtlte ulgorithm
Ure presetlted und discussed.

1. Introduction
E-Learning has become inore and more successful over
the last years. One of the keys to this success is rc-usc of
E-Leaming Course and Learning Objects, as multiple usage
lcads to morc cfficicncy. Rut rc-usc of Lcariiing Oh,jccts
requires good inetadata that dcscribes thc contents of the
Leaming Objects. Finding a dcsired Learning Resource in
a large repository is only fcasible if adequate metadata for
each Learning Resource is available. Unfortunately, creation of good metadata is often neglccted; this is whcrc
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metadata generation and metadata extraction enter the stage
[ I 1. Metadata can be created by several analysis methods
that consider the contents of a Lcarning Objcct. Especially
the generation of topic-related metadata, such as keywords
and categories, is iinportant, because most users search for
Leaming Objects by topic.
Ideally, kcywords are not only some words that arc
somehow related to the contents, but represent concepts,
which are covered by a Learning Resource. This would require an oiitology which contains all possible concepts. As
Learning Resources in a repository are typically located is
very different domains, a really comprehensivc world ontology would be needed. An Ontology or taxonomy is also
used for classification. In some repositorics, classification
is restrictcd to exactly one class per Learning Resource.
This paper analyzes existing approaches for domaiiiindependent keyword extraction and classification in ELearning and proposes a new approach. This approach is
based on the free encyclopedia Wikipedia, which ineanwhile contains more than one million articles on a multitude
of topics. Wikipedia is probably the most complete, freely
accessible and structured collection of world knowledge in
the Internet. Three hypotheses are forrnulated in this paper
as a foundation for the approach. Starting from the assumption that a Wikipedia article on a particular topic has a ccrtain similarity to Leaming Objects on the same topic, we
introduce a practical implementation approach and present
first results. This approach is hased on standard machine
leaming methods, but with a novel data source.
This paper is structured as follows. First somc related
work regardiiig metadata extraction is discussed in section
2. In section 3 a new approach for topic detection based
on Wikipedia is introduced. Section 4 gives an overview
on the characteristics of the Wikipedia collection, discusses
perforrnance issues and presents a practical approach for a
first implementation. Classification results of that implementation are presenied and discussed in section 5.

2. Metadata Generation
Metadata generation is a field of research that has been
heavily worked on in the recent years. There arc many approaches for metadata generation for documents in general
[I01 and for Leaming Resources in particular [I]. Metadata gciicration mcthods can bc classificd by thc typc of
metadata to generate, by the sources that are used, by the
required prerequisites aiid the applied methods.
Possible target metadata types are for example contentrelated metadata (such as title, keywords and categories)
process-related metadata (author, creation date, version) or
didactically metadata (leaming objective, target group, difficulty, activity level). Sources for metadata generation
strongly depend oii the target metadata types. Contentrelated rnetadata requires to analyze the contents of a document, whereas process metadata, such as author and creation date can be obtained From the authoring environment
[4]. In the following, existing methods for content-related
metadata extraction will be discussed.
Content-related metadata is the most important type of
metadata for retrieval of docurnents and especially Learning
Resources. Common content-related metadata fields are title, keywords, classification and an abstract or brief description. Using these fields is usually inore efficient than using
full text search and produces more relevant search results.
The discussion of methods will focus on keywords and classification. Keywords are terms that give a hint on the topics
that are covered by a document; these keywords can be any
words without restrictions. Classification, in coiitrast, is restricted to a fixed taxonomy or ontology, from which concepts can be taken to describc the contents of a document.
Hence, the methods for generation of keywords and classification inforrnation also diffcr: for classificatioii a mapping
to known terms is required, whereas arbitrary words may be
produced as keywords.
Classification problems are addressed by classificatioii
and clustering methods. Classification here means again
that a document is assigned to one or multiple predefined
classes. Clustering algorithms build new classes based on
the similarity of documents.
Classification methods are a traditional focus of machine
learning. If a large enough Set of classified examples - also
called corpus - is available, it can be used for training a
System to automatically assign new documents to the existing classcs. Exarnplcs for such systcms arc aitificial iicural
networks, Support vector machines (SVM) and the nearest
neighbor algorithm. These methods are also called supervised leaming, because desired outputs are known in the
training phase. Another approach for classification of documents are rule-bascd Systems, such as the ontology-based
metadata generation described in [ 131.
The unsupervised pendent to classification is clustering.

Clustering algorithrns calculate a distance between documents and build giaups of documents, which are near to
cach other or have common attributes. A coinmon clustering method is the K-means algorithm.
A inethod for clustering news articles is prcsented in
[9]. A set of 400 clusters is calculated based on the cooccurrence of entities, such as persons, organizations and
places. Each of these clusters represents a hot topic that has
been extensively discussed in the media.
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is probabilistic method
which is similar to clustering. Thc term-docurnent matrix of
a set of documcnts is transformed into a low-rank approximation by inerging terms to concepts. This transformation
can be used to calculate the covered concepts of a document. However, the concepts produced by LSI do not necessarily have a real rneaiiing. Therefore, LSI is not suited
for generating human-interpretable classcs or keywordsl91.
Similar to LSI is the Random Indexing method, which lowers rank by using random dimensions[l I]. Random Indexing provides comparable results to LSI, but avoids the coinplex calculation of term CO-occuirences.
Somc approaches Tor classification of documents have
been presented above - methods for keyword extraction
will follow. Keyword extraction methods can be classified by iheir coverage: Ilomain-dependcnt methods are limited to a particular domain but usually provide bettcr results. Domain-independcnt keyword extraction inethods
can be applied univcrsally, but are lcss precisc. Doinaindependent methods are based on a domain model, which
contains relevant terms for the particular domain. Documents are searched for these terms for dctermining keywords. [6] demoiistrates how to build a domain model out of
existing documents. Matsuo and Ishizuka havc introduced a
domain-independent method for extracting keywords froin
a single document without having a large corpus of documents [8]. This approach is based on tlie specific distributional characteristic of terms.
Another method Tor extracting keywords froiii web pages
is to exploit the structure of a document (51.Opposiiig to the
approaches abovc, Kruschwitz uses only those terins as keywords, that appear in at least two different contexts within
a document; the considered contexts are mcta information,
docurnent headings, document title and emphasized parts of
a document.
To suinmarize this section, useful metadata generation
methods exist for classification if a large corpus of documents is availablc for training. In the arca of keyword extraciion, soine domain-independent approaches exist, but most of them also dcpend on a training corpus.
Only the inethod of Matsuo and Ishizuka works domainindependently on a single document. Somc statistical methods can also be applied for keyword extraction in a domaindependent case.

3. Using Wikipedia as a Substitute Corpus
As ihe last seciion has shown, classification of Learning
Resourccs based on topics requircs two prerequisites: predefined topic classes and a training corpus which contains
several examples per class. There arc good exemplaiy corpora for news articles Tor web pagcs, e.g. the Reutcrs corpora for iiews or the TREC Corpora for web pages [7,2]. For
E-Learning repositories, however, there is no suitable corpus yct. One major problcin of current E-Learning repositories is that they coiitain too few Learning Resources. Combined with thc fact, that Learning Resourccs are not rcstricted to a certain topic domain, but many cover any topic,
there is only little hope that a suitablc Leaining Resource
Corpus IOr auiomaied topic classificalion will be available
in the near future.
Therefore, a new approach is proposed by this papcr.
Instcad of a real corpus of Learning Resources, a substitute corpus shall bc used, whose entities bear enough resemblance to real Leaiiiing Resources. The free encyclopedia Wikipedia [I41 is suggcsted as such a substitute corpus.
Wikipedia is a frec, web-based encyclopedia, which is written and updated by a largc community of volunteers. This
large community ensures that all topics that seem relevant
to anyone already aie or probably will be dcscribed by a
Wikipedia article. Wikipedia also is available in several languagcs, is continually updated and still grows over time. By
April 2006, the English Wikipedia database contained inore
than one inillion articles. But Wikipcdia is not just a collection of articles: it also provides a classification System:
Each article may be assigned to one or more hierarchically
organized categories.
The important research question is: 1s Wikipedia suitable
as a substitute corpus for Learning Rcsources? This paper
addresses this question and works towards an answer. The
underlying general hypothesis is:

Hypotliesis 1 (Gcneral Wikipedia Hypothesis)
Learning Resources und articles cf tke Wikipedia eizqclopedia both are knowledge transfer rexts. As such,
they bear U re.semblunce. if a Learning Resource und a
Wikipedia coiler the surne topic, U sirnilarity between thein
cair be ineasured.

If this similarity between Leaming Rcsources cxists, it
should be exploitablc by Inforination Retricval methods.
Therefore, statistical siinilarity measuremcnts (e.g. a distance function in a document vector space) arc used as a
basis to formulatc a morc spccific hypothcsis.

Hypothesis 2 (Specific Wikipedia Hypothesis)
Wlienever a Learning Resource i s ,stuti.sticullysimilar to
a particular Wikipedia article, tllere is also a similarity in

the covered topics. iftke stutisticul similurity exceeds a certuin threshold, tlze Learning Resource Covers the same ur a
closely reluted topic as the article.

This second hypothesis raises some additional questions.
First of all, which statistical methods are suitable to deduce
topic similarity from statistical similarity? Second, which
minimal threshold value assures a sufficient accurate classification? And finally, the choice of topics and a definition
»f topic matching has to bc dcfi ncd.
Furthermore, there are large Learning Resources that
cover multiple topics. For classification of these Leaming
Resources, an additional definition of subtopics is helpful.
For this purpose, each contiguous extract of a Learning Resource is regarded as a Learning Resource fragment.

Hypothesis 3 (Fragment Hypothesis)
Hypothesis 2 also applies accordingly to Learning Resource ,fragment.s. Whenei~era topic has been determined
as topic of a Learning Resource fragrnent, it is also considered to be U subtopic c f ~ l i eembracing Learning Resource.

If these hypotheses are true, they can serve as a foundation of using the Wikipedia as a substitute corpus for Learning Resource classification. Two basic classificalion approaches based on Wikipedia articles arc thinkable: Coarse
classificalion using Wikipedia categories as classes or finegraincd classification by regarding each article - and thereby
each individual topic - as one class. The second approach,
regarding each article as a class, takes into account that
cach articlc addrcsscs cxactly oric wcll-dctincd and disambiguated topic; the article title is suited for naming the class.
Keyword generation is a further application of
Wikipedia-based topic determination. Keywords for a
Learning Resource should be a very brief description of the
coritents. If matching topics are detennined for all relevant
fragments of a Leaming Resource, the resulting topics and
subtopics are very well suited as keywords. In contrast
to most other methods, this approach does not depend on
useful headlines or particular structures.

4. Proof-of-Concept Implementation
For iesting the hypotheses, a first implementation of the
approach has been realized. Main goal of the implementation is to prove the first hypothesis and identify critical
Factors for proving the second and third hypotheses. Hypothesis 1 expresses, that having a Learning Resource and
a Wikipedia article about the same topic implicates a similarity of the two documents. That means that there is a
CO-occurrenceof topic similarity and document similarity.
The hypothesis though does not specify the way similarity
is ineasured. In Information Retrieval, a common method
for determining the similarity of texts is to compare them in
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Table 2. Number of terms per range of document frequencies.
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Figure 1. Basic approach for finding similar
Wikipedia articles.
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Table 1. Statistics on Wikipedia.
I English I Gerinan
Number of articles
Articles > 200 char.
Average article size [Bytes]
. ..
Sizeof database dump (plain) I 5.2 GB 1 2.0 GB

I

I

a Vector Space Model (VSM) [12]. Hence, this method is
also applied for the first proof-of-concept implementation.
For proving the first hypothesis, it is not necessary to identify the method that calculates similarity best; a method that
providcs a good similarity function is sufticicnt.
For the first test, a Lxarning Resource on the topic "Network Calculus" is used. There is also a Wikipedia article
available on that topic. To determine if there is a signifiCant similarity between both documents, the Learning Resource is compared to all existing Wikipedia articles (cf.
Fig. 1). Hypothesis 1 can be assuined true if the similarity
of the Learning Resource to the "Network Calculus" articlc is significantly highcr thaii thc avcragc similarity valucs.
For proving Hypothesis 2, the "Network Calculus" article
would be required to be the best-matching article.
As the Wikipedia-based topic detection approach is targeted not only for repositories, but also Tor client-side
classification and metadata generation, the implementation
should be designed with regard to thc run-time performance
workstations.

4.1. Analysis of Wikipedia
Before starting the design process, some characteristics
of the Wikipedia encyclopedia have been analyzed. Some
up-to-date statistics on the size and usage of Wikipedia in
different languages can be found online [15]. This paper
focuses mainly on the English version, and as comparisoii
also on the German one. As of June 2006, the English
Wikipedia contains about 1.300.000 articles; for the German Wikipedia version, 435.000 are listed. Most of these
articles contain at least 200 visible characters.
For further considerations and an implementation the
provided complete databases dumps havc been downloaded.

For the English vcrsion, the database dump from the 20th of
April 2006 is used. The German database dump dates from
the 4th of June. Once the database dumps are unzipped into
plain XML files, they consume several Gigabytes of disk
space (see Table 1). The dumps contain pages which do not
represent articles, but special pages, images pages or redirects - these pages are not included as articles throughout
t h i s paper.
Important Tor processing text documents in the Vector
Space Model are terrns. We consider only one-word terms;
common stemming algorithms are used to map words 10
their basic word stem. We havc countcd the document frequency for each occurring term. The document frequency
indicates in how many different articles a term occurs. Table
2 presents the number of terms that fall into different ranges
of document Frcquencies for the English (EN) and German
(DE) version of Wikipedia. In sum, there are over 3 million
different teims in the English Wikipedia. But more than half
of the terms occur in only one article. On closer examination, most of these tcrins scem to be words Frorn different
languages, fantasy words or unfamiliar names. All terins
that occur in at most two documents form two-thirds of the
whole vocabulary.

4.2. Performance Considerations
The implementation is considercd to run on typical
workstations. We therefore assume a Computer with a 3

GHz desktop CPU. 2 GB main memory and Java as programining language as the target platform. Due to the opcrating systcni, ovcrhcad aiid othcr influciiccs, oiil y I to
1.5 GB of RAM are effectively available for an application. Furthemiore, perforining the algorithm on a workstation usually implies, that a user is sittiiig in front of the coinputer arid waiting for a rcsult; this lcads to a desire for fast
execution. Real-time behavior - dclivering results within
somc scconds - should be aimed at as optimum. Based oii
these coiiditions, performancc considcsations are discusscd
in this section.
The three most important reasons for performancc bottlcnecks arc
Disk inemory
Size of in-inemory representation

Figure 2. Calculation of similarity values.
Optimize in-memory structure and algorithms for fast
execution
Reducc consumption of disk space to minimizc disk
operations

Structure in-ineinory representation

4.3. Implementation
High consumption of disk space also means many disk operations, which are very slow. The sizc of RAM footprint
mainly matters if thc ainount of required inemory exceeds
the RAM size - iii this case expensive swapping is needed.
And finally, the structure of the run-time rcprcsentation of
data has an impact on the coinplexity of the comparison algorithm.
Assume that a non-optiinized Vector Space Model implementation is used. The original English Wikipedia
database dump is 5 GB. A rule of thuinb for the dimension
of a document classification indices is to multiply the size
by two; this leads to an index size of I0 GB - definitely too
large for the target main memory. A memory size optiinization is required.
Second, consider the calculation effort to compule a simple distance calculation - the inner product of two vectors in the VSM. For thc ease of estimation, the number of articles is rouiided down to 1.000.000 articles and the nuinbes of dimcnsions down to 3.000.000. A total number of
1.000 Learning Resourcc fragments is assumed. As a result, 3 X 10'"oating
point multiplications have to he calculated. If one multiplicatioii is executed per CPU cycle,
the algorithm runs for about 277 hours. The execution time
is also inappropriate and has to be decreased.
Of Course, somc information retrieval libraries provide
generic performance optimizations. But the knowii characteristics of the particular application can be utilized for a
tailored optirnization. This means especially to find an accurate trade-off bctwcen memory consumption, execution
time and classification quality. Objccfives for the implementation are
Make run-time representation small enough to fit completely into main-memory

The implementation is based on a Vector Space Model.
All words that are used in any Wikipedia article are used as
diinensions after a stemming algorithm and a stop list have
been applied. Java 1.5 has bcen chosen as programming
language.
In a preparation phase, all Wikipedia articles are transformed into document vectors. First the whole Wikipedia
database is scanned for all used words. The stemmed forms
of these words are stored as a global word list that serves as
a description of the vector space dimensions. In a second
pass over the database dump, a vector is created for each
article. The vector is weighted by E I D F and normalized
to a length of 1. The resulting article vectors are stored to
disk. This pi-eparation step has to be performed only once
per version of thc database dump.
At run-time, all article vectors are read into main memory again. Then a Learning Resource is divided into several
fragments. For each of these fragments, the contained text
is extractcd and transformed into a document vector; this
transformation is performed analogue to the previous transformation of articles. Each fragment vector is compared to
all article vectors. Currently, the inner product is applied
as similarity function (see Fig. 2). Thc highest matchcs for
each fragment are interpreted as classification result. Depending on the rnode, either a fixed number of matches or
all matches with a similarity value above a certain threshold
are used.
In the following, some of the implementation details are
explained.
Top priority is to reduce memory consumption. First of
all, a sparse vector representation is used, which means that
only non-zero elements of vectors are stored. Considering, that most articles contain only some hundred different

words out of the vocabulary of 3 million words, the effect is
significant. Also, the precision of vector elements has been
minimized in favor of low vector sizes: using the data typc
float instead of double saves 25% of memory consurnption
after all.
As a firsi approach, ihe nuinber of vector spacc dimensions has becn rcduccd. The vector dimensions represent
the words that occur in a document; hence a decision to reduce the number of dimensions has to take into account the
relevance of different words. A cornmon method is to rcmove words with a very high document frequency, because
they are considered to have only little relevance. Furthermore, subsection 4.1 has shown, that a very large amouni of
words occur in only onc or two articles. On the one hand,
rare words generally are considered to have a very high significance. On the other hand, in the case of Wikipedia articles, rnost of these terms seern to be names, words from
a foreign language or misspellings. Also, a term, which
occurs in only one or two articles, might be a rather unknown word. Removing terms with a document frequency
of only 1 and two could significantly decrease the nurnber
of dimensions. The implementation allows to define minimum and maximum document frequencies to minimizc the
vector space dimensions. However, because a sparse vector
format is used, removing very frequent terms saves much
more memory than removing vcry rare terms.
The run-time representation of article vectors is realized
using the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format, which
contains only none-zero valucs plus two index vectors: a
column index, which determines the position within a vector, and a row index which indicates where each vector
starts [3]. Vectors of Learning Resource fragments are
stored as hash tables. Each hash table entry rcprescnts a
non-zero element of the vector; the element position within
the vector is used as key for allowing fast random access to
non-zero elements.
Based on the CSR representation for aiiicle vectors and
a hash table representation of Learning Resource fragment
vectors, an optirnized algorithm for calculating the similarity has been implemented. Goals for the implcmentation
have been a low complexity and the optimal usage of CPU
cache. Most of the calculation effort for determining the
inner product (cosine similarity) of two vectors might be
wasted ori multiplying Zeros by generic implementations.
As a consequence, the product algorithm does not itcrate
over all elements of a vector, but only over the non-zero
elements of the CSR representation. The column index is
used to obtain the corresponding element from the Fragment's hash table. This algorithm also makes good use of
the CPU cache, because the fragment vectors may rcmain
in the cache for the complete calculation, whereas each article vector is transferred into the cache only once for a short
time.

Table 3. Size of Wikipedia articles after transformation into Vector Space Model.

I

Language
English
German
German

I

Used terins (doc. freq.)
3-2M
all
3 - 200K

Size of VSM data
1.12GB
630 MB
558 MB

The file formal Ior ariicle vcctors is a sparse vecior IOrmat again. Because of the large amount of data, a binary
format instead of thc more common plain text format has
been chosen. Each vector contains thc kcy (identifier) of
the Wikipedia article, the number of non-zero cleincnts and
uses 8 Bytes per non-zero element (4 Bytes for index and
4 Bytes for the value). Hence, an article, which contains
about 100 different words, necds 808 Bytes disk Storage.

5. Test Results and Interpretation
For thc English and Gei-man Wikipedia databases havc
been transforrned into the Veclor Space Model for first tesis.
The used word Iists have been varied to find out the effect
of reduced vector space dimensions. For cxarnple, from thc
German Wikipedia all words that occur in less than thrce
documents or more than 200.000 documents have been removcd. Thc rcsult was that thc word list itsclf significantly
shrinks, but the vector inrormation decreases only slightly
from 630 MB to 558 MB. Some sizes of VSM representations are giveii in Table 3. However, determining the impaci on classification performance would require a largescale experiment. For the English versioii, only a limited
word list has been used because of limited main inemory
resources. The transfonnation process is very time consuming and took about two days for the Gcrman Wikipedia and
four days for the English Wikipedia on a Standard workstation.
In contrasi, the ruii-time perforrnance of the classification algorithm is faster. Perforrning a classification of an
English sample Learning Resource took about 30 minutes.
Howcvei; the bottleneck is the traiisfer of data from disk
into main memory. 28 minutes wcre consumed by loading
the article vectors, bui only 24 scconds wcrc needed for detcrmining the similarity between a givcn Learning Rcsource
vector and all articles. Creating a vector representation of
a text document has taken less than one second. The total
time of the mcthod is quite high. But oncc thc vcctor data
is available in inain memory, the classification works at aii
acceptable speed.
For the sample Learning Resource on "Network Calculus", one vcctor for thc whole Course has becn creatcd. This
vcctor has been used as input for the classification rnethod.

Table 4. Result of topic classification for "Network Calculus" course including category
pages.

I Article

I Similarity ]

Category:Elliptic curves

0.285

Curved Bar
Category :Spirals
Category :Packcts

0.272
0.27 1
0.258

For testing the first Hypothesis, the sirnilarity value for the
article "Nctwork Calculus was of interest. The measurement has produces a similarity of 39.66% for that article,
whereas the average similarity value was only 1.17%. The
inost similar articles are Iisted in Table 4. This result supports Hypothesis 1.
The classification results show some interesting charactcristics. First of all, category pages - which had not been
rcinovcd from the articles database before - are obviously
overrated. This can be explained by the different Iinguistic structure of category pages: A category page consists
mainly only of titles of several related articles; therefore
it contains inany high-rated keywords, in contrast to those
words in natural language, which have less significance.
Nevertheless, the classified categories are not cornpletely
off-topic, because the network calculus course uses matheiriatical cuivcs for niodcling nctwork traffic.
If category pages are reinoved from thc rcsult list (see
Table 5), "Network Calculus" is the article with the highest
similarity to the given Learning Resources. Furthermore,
the next regular article in the list has a similarity value of
only 28%, which is inore than 10% lower than the correct match. If the top match is used, the Wikipedia-based
classification rnethod provides a good result for this sarnple coursc. Using a threshold of one third (33%) shows the
same result. For making a general Statement on how to best
select topics for metadata, another test with a larger set of
Learning Resources has to be carried out.

6. Conclusions and Outlook
This paper has introduced a new approach for metadata
generation based on using the Wikipedia encyclopedia as
a substitutc Corpus. This approach uscs standard rnachine
learning technology, but with a different data source. The
lest results that have been presented are very promising.

Table 5. Result of topic classification for
"Network Calculus" course without category
pages.

I Article
I Nelwork calculus
(
(

Singularity (mathematics)
Singular
-points
Curved Bar
A v e r a ~ esimilarity

1
1

1

1
1
1

Similarity
0.397
0.279
0.278
0.272
0.012

I
1
1

1
1

Three hypothesis have bccn postulated as a foundation of
the Wikipedia-based approach. The first two hypotheses
have been supported by lest results: The cornparison of a
Learning Resource with Wikipedia articles can be used for
deterrnining the topic of the Learning Resource. This inforrnation can be used either for classification or for generating
keywords for a metadata record. For proving the hypotheses, further expanded tests will be required, including a consideration of statistical significance.
However, the approach might produce results oiily for a
particular granularity of Learning Resources. This has to
bc checked in further experiments. For large Learning Resource, which Covers a variety of topics, the approach rnight
possibly produce less accurate results. Therefore, the third
hypothesis becomes relevant. Subtopics for several fragments of a Learning Resource can be determined; then an
overall topic is built out of fragment subtopics. The links
betwecn Wikipedia articles might be used to find the overall topic. Also, subtopics of fragments may be used as keywords for the Learning Resource metadata.
Some additional ideas have to be tested if they can irnprove the classification rnethod. For example, different similarity functions, such as binary comparison or a word recall
rate, have to be evaluated. Furthermore, if a topic domain of
Learning Resources to classify is already known in advance,
the corpus for comparison could be limited to articles of that
particular domain. The dornain-limited corpus for classification of Learning Resources on rnedical science could for
instance be much srnaller than the general purpose corpus.
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